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Introduction
Narrative has proved a fertile research field over the last two decades. We have
seen the rise of narrative theology (exemplified by the work of Robert Alter), narrative
psychology, and the field of narratology itself (heralded by Mieke Bal’s 1977 work).
Perhaps the greatest monument to a new interest in narrative is philosopher Paul
Ricoeur’s three volume work, Temps et récit.1
Historians have also shown renewed interest in narrative theory. Of these,
Hayden White was one of the first and is perhaps the best known. White’s particular
interest in narrative stems, I think, from his investigations into the intellectual history of
historiography. His work with annals and chronicles may have led him to ponder
whether they were (as the common interpretation had it) inadequate precursors to
narrative, at best skeletons from which full narratives could be created, or whether
they were other, complete literary forms, perhaps genres of their own. Why had the
historical profession found these forms inadequate? Though narrative is now only one
form of historical presentation, and a form in some disrepute, it was the dominant form
of Western historiography in the nineteenth century. White’s history of historical
writing in this period, Metahistorv. is both a group case study and a theory of narrative
historiography. What lay behind the almost universal assumption of narrative in the
nineteenth century as the way of representing history? Might narrative itself be in

1
Robert Alter, The art of Biblical narrative (New York : Basic Books, 1981) and The world
of Biblical literature (New York : Basic Books, 1992); Mieke Bal, Narratoloqie : essais sur la
signification narrative dans quatre romans modernes (Paris : Klincksieck, 1977); See Roy
Schafer’s many articles, including "Narrration in the psychoanalytic dialogue," in On narrative.
ed. W. J. T. Mitchell (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1981), 25-49; Paul Ricoeur,
Temps et récit (Paris : Editions du Seuil, 1983-1935).
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need of replacement if history was to become a science?1
A historical science along positivist lines, White believed, would have to
consider the universal and predictive aspects of science. Historiography and socalled speculative philosophy of history would need to be reconciled, or their
relationship at least reconsidered.2 Rather than consider narrative form to be a
carrier, in some benign way, of historical content, White began to consider how the
form affects the content, changes, enhances-perhaps even controls-the content.
White’s analysis of historiography owes much to (chronologically as well as in
order of importance) rhetorical theory, structuralism, and post-structuralism
(deconstruction). Let us briefly consider each in turn. As early as 1966 he raised the
possibility of using metaphors as heuristic devices to "self-consciously [eliminate]
certain kinds of data from consideration as evidence."3 By 1973 he was arguing that
such metaphorical choices were inherent in any attempt to organize data narratively.
White recognized that Aristotle had posited history-writing as knowledge of particulars
(what had actually happened), presented poetically. Narrative, as a form of poetry,
created realistic representations of what had happened, explaining the events by

1 'The burden of history," History and theory 5:2 (1966). Reprinted in Tropics of discourse
: essays in cultural criticism (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 28, 44-45;
'The question of narrative in contemporary historical theory," History and theory 23:1 (1984).
Reprinted in The content of the form : narrative discourse and historical interpretation (Balti
more : Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 31. Page references are to Tropics of
discourse and Content of the form. For complete contents of Content of the form and Tropics
of discourse, see Bibliography.
2 Metahistorv (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), xi, 276.
3 "The burden of history," 46.
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telling the story in order.1 But White argued that, more than this, these stories
followed certain plot types. There were recognizable beginnings, middles, and ends.
There were declines and falls, rises and happy endings. Following Northrop Frye,
White argued in Metahistorv that a story has explanatory power only when it is
recognized by a reader to follow one of the basic plot types found in his (Western)
culture.2
How, then, are these guiding metaphors or plot types chosen? They are
picked for "aesthetic or moral reasons," but because they are all equally legitimate
ways for historical consciousness to organize reality, none is to be inherently preferred
over another. No one metaphor or plot is more realistic, more accurate than any of
the others. This would seem to imply that a number of different interpretations of a
phenomenon or set of events is possible, but White proposes that there are only four
basic metaphors or plot types. Since history-writing is an expression in (and of)
language, historical consciousness itself is rhetorical in character, organizing reality by
means of the four tropes of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche and irony. The choice
may be aesthetic or moral, but it isn’t a wide open choice. It must (yea, inevitably will)
be from among these tropes, or combinations thereof. Further, the choice is not
simply from among various plots to be applied to pre-existing data, but the choice
made controls ("prefigures") what is seen in the historical field itself. What is

1 Metahistorv, 3; 'The politics of historical interpretation," Critical inquiry 9:1 (1982),
reprinted in The content of the form. 66; "Getting out of history : Jameson’s redemption of
narrative," Diacritics 12 (Fall, 1982), reprinted in The content of the form. 147.
2 Metahistorv. 4.
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considered to be evidence, and how all the data fit together, are functions of the
controlling trope.
The lingual basis of all knowledge assumed here is a tenet of structuralism.
Such an analysis solves (or dissolves) the problem of text-reality referentiality (how the
text relates to the reality it is representing), by stressing not how well what is asserted
matches some real past, but how what is asserted reveals the internal structures of
consciousness.1
Following Lévi-Strauss, White considers historical consciousness to be a mark
of humanness, of culture, of society. The reading of past events in a certain
tropological mode encourages present actions according to that mode. The actions
the historian wishes to encourage are factors in her "moral reasoning" about which
trope to choose to write in. Tropes, considered in this way as carriers of ideologies,
possess cultural power.2
But if culturally produced items have cultural power, who controls such power?
Deconstruction (as represented by the work of Michel Foucault) has questioned the
continuities of historical consciousness, considering them to be false, contrived to
buttress further those in power. White has used Foucault’s critique to ponder the
hegemony of narrative representation in historiography. He has also considered

1 'The context in the te x t: method and ideology in intellectual history," Modern European
intellectual history : reappraisals and new perspectives, ed. Dominick La Capra and Steven L.
Kaplan (Ithaca, N. Y. : Cornell University Press, 1982). Reprinted in The content of the form.
189-190, 193; "Introduction : tropology, discourse, and the modes of human consciousness,"
Tropics of discourse. 1, 5.
2 "Historicism, history and the figurative imagination," History and theory, Beiheft 14,
Essays on historicism 14:4 (1975). Reprinted in Tropics of discourse. 103.
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deconstruction’s deliberate failure to make a distinction between "reality" and its textual
representations. While White holds (though not consistently, as I will show) that reality
is not solely a textual construction, he does accept much of the deconstructionist cri
tique as applicable to history, which does not observe "reality" directly, but whose
understanding of the past is a construction based on documents.1
My consideration, in this thesis, will be White’s understanding of how historical
narrative is constructed. White has focused on form as the key to understanding this
issue. As he stated in Metahistorv. the historical work is "most manifestly...a verbal
structure in the form of a narrative prose discourse that purports to be a model, or
icon, of past structures in the interest of explaining what they were by representing
them."2 Using this definition and his explication of it as a point of departure, I intend
to show how White’s theory of historical narrative both illuminates and obscures the
nature of historiography. My method will be one of exposition and critique based on a
close reading of the pertinent texts, primarily Metahistorv. as his most lengthy and
systematic work. Throughout I will illustrate my points with references to White’s
citation of nineteenth century European historians.
My order of procedure follows White’s order of narrative construction. Chapter
One will discuss White’s argument that narrative is constructed, rather than "found" in
any sense. Here I will discuss the role of "facts," and the problem of text-reality

1 "Foucault decoded : notes from underground," History and theory 12:1 (1973). Reprinted
in Tropics of discourse. 232-233; "Foucault’s discourse : the historiography of anti-humanism,"
in Structuralism and since : from Lévi-Strauss to Derrida, ed. John Sturrock (Oxford : Oxford
University Press, 1979). Reprinted in The content of the form. 115.

2 Metahistorv, 2.
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referentiality. Chapter Two will discuss what White calls "préfiguration," the historian’s
initial tropological decision which defines thought about the historical field under
consideration. I will also consider some other types of préfiguration that White
ignores. Chapter Three will discuss the importance of "plot" and how it differs from
"story" in White’s theory. The plot level of conceptualization involves deciding on and
arranging "what happened." I will discuss White’s contention that only plotted
narratives give "meaning," with reference to annals and chronicles, two narrative but
non-plotted types of historical writing.1 Chapter Four will discuss what White calls
"explanation by argument." This level of conceptualization involves "explicat[ing] ‘the
point of it all’ or ‘what it all adds up to’ in the end."2 I will consider here the role of
generalizations in historical explanation. Chapter Five will discuss what White calls
"ideological implications," the political or social points of view implied by the
prefigurative and plotted levels. I believe that White’s choice of rhetorical theory, and
specificially tropological theory, as a basis for his work on narrative construction, is
related to his own political views. Chapter Six will sum up my exposition and critique,
and will suggest some of my own ideas on the construction of historical narrative.

1
Strictly speaking, annals are not narratives, but narrativity is, as I will show, implicit in their
structures.

Metahistorv. 11.

Chapter One
Narrative as Construction
Before considering the question of how historical narratives are constructed, we
need to first consider if, or to what extent, they are constructed. Contrary to the
historians’ dictum that we "find" the truth about the past, White says that the historian
arranges events to create stories. "The same event can serve as a different kind of
element of many different historical stories, depending on the role it is assigned in a
specific motific characterization of the set to which it belongs."1 What White means
here is subject to three different interpretations. In the first, the phenomenon holds
differing places because different stories are being told. For example, wall calendars
may be indicative of a good place to eat (one story) or of sexism among male car
mechanics (another story).2 In the second interpretation, only one story is being told,
but the phenomenon in question has different meanings for, or is of uneven
importance to, the participants. For example, the meaning of a Snap-On Tools
calendar may differ for female and male auto mechanics. In the third interpretation,
the phenomenon’s importance may vary according to different historians’ versions of
the "same" story. There is one phenomenon, but many stories.
It is this last view which, I believe, most closely approximates White’s view. In
the first two views, the phenomenon has some known meaning that the historian can

1 Metahistorv. 7, my emphasis.
2 William Least Heat Moon, in Blue highways : a journey into America (Boston : Little,
Brown, 1982), 26, says the more wall calendars present, the better the restaurant. Four or
more wall calendars are good signs.
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discover. The story about the thing is in some sense recoverable. For White, howev
er, phenomena are not already in any kind of order: "...the historian confronts a
veritable chaos of events...out of which he must choose the elements of the story he
would tell."1
Let me try to make the distinction between the first two views and White’s
clearer by an analogy. Consider a pile of rubble. One individual seeks to reconstruct
the ruins into something like the original building. This work may be more or less well
done. The finished product, to be sure, will not be the original. It will carry all the
marks of its being rebuilt in a different time from the original. It may differ substantially
from the original. It may be misleading, even wrong-headed. However, the builder’s
intent was not new construction, but reconstruction. The first two views are analogous
to this work. White’s view is more like that of the scavenger, the one who searches
the ruins for suitable building materials for some construction project. The result of
such a work may be something exquisite-perhaps something more complete,
comprehensible, and useful than the reconstruction. Nevertheless, the builders have
different views of the material. For the reconstructors the completed work "grows out
of the material." The work is, if you will, at the service of the materials. For the
constructors, the material is subservient to the work.
It is important to stress here that I am not saying that reconstruction should
always be preferred to construction. Sometimes, especially where materials are
scarce, so much that is new may have to be introduced into a reconstruction that it is

1 Metahistorv. 6, my emphasis.
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virtually indistinguishable from a construction. The difference between reconstruction
and construction is not so much the extent of construction as it is the intent of
construction. Traditional exponents of historical writing, like Theodore Hamerow,
argue that while the writing is of necessity literary, the research which underlies it is
not. "History appears at present to be a science in technique but an art in
interpretation, objective in analysis, subjective in perception, logical or systematic in
structure, but intuitive or imaginative in outlook."1 Similarly, Oscar Handlin notes,
"There can be no scholarly discussion of any broader matter [of historical
interpretation] until there is agreement-total, unqualified, and unconditional--on the
ineluctable and binding quality of the date."2 In these views, the narrative is indeed
constructed. However, it is anchored at every point to documentation and artifacts. It
is tied to what took place. The narrative is constructed according to the skills of the
historian, but its intent is to reflect the story of a particular phenomenon. The
historian’s research uncovers this story, and the historian’s writing retells it.
White, however, argues that because history is by definition past and therefore
cannot be experienced directly,
this throws a specifically historical knowledge open to the charge that it
is a construction as much of imagination as of thought and that its
authority is no greater than the power of the historian to persuade his
readers that his account is true. This puts historical discourse on the
same level as any rhetorical performance and consigns it to the status of

1 Reflections on history and historians (Madison : University of Wisconsin Press, 1987),
226.
2 Truth in history (Cambridge, Mass. : Belknap, 1979), 20, quoted in John G. Stackhouse,
Jr., “Writing history instead of a novel: is description creative?" Fides et historia 23:2
(Summer, 1991), 5.
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a textualization neither more nor less authoritative than literature itself can
lay claim to.1
I understand White to mean that the historian’s traditional appeal to facts is
thrown over, because there are no facts to which the narrative can be compared.
Facts are past and gone. The historian cannot reach the actual story of the
phenomenon, but can only construct a story about the event, person, or thing. White
complains that "Many historians continue to treat their ‘facts’ as though they were
‘given’ and refuse to recognize, unlike most scientists, that they are not so much found
as constructed by the kinds of questions which the investigator asks of the phenomena
before him."2 The historian must solve the problem of "what constitutes the facts
themselves,"3 White does not bemoan this state of affairs. Rather, it removes
historiography from the "no-man’s-land" between science and art, and places it firmly in
the camp of art. We can then confidently apply the techniques of rhetoric to analyze it.
Such a move also frees historians from writing to conform to outmoded nineteenth
century notions of "realism."4 Historians are also freed from the notion that "there is a
single correct view of any object under study," and are thus able to realize that "there
are many correct views, each requiring its own style of representation."5 Nineteenth
century "romantic realism" is only one style. Lest historians should quail at the idea of

1"Getting out of history," 147.
2 'The burden of history," 43.
3 'The burden of history," 47.
4 'The burden of history," 42-43.
5 'The burden of history," 47.
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history as art, White argues that even science is artistic. He notes that philosophy of
science recognizes the constructed nature of scientific statements.1 That is, science
does not present things "as they are" but arranged according to "protocols" which the
scientist can decipher. White argues that
we do not ask if [the artist or scientist] sees what we would see in the
same general phenomenal field, but whether or not he has introduced
into his representation of it anything that could be considered false
information for anyone who is capable of understanding the system o f
notation used.2
This scientific model is used over against a common-sense historical model, which
says that anyone (there is no one special training needed to be a historian) looking at
this phenomenon will draw the same conclusions.3 Why do we expect historians to
agree, White says, when we don’t expect Cézanne’s painting of Montmartre to look
like Monet’s? We don’t ask: which is more correct, Bach or Brahms? Similarly, a
physicist and a geologist will interpret the same crystal structure according to different
criteria.
Why does White insist on construction? First, and I think rightly, it is to point
out that writing is not the same thing as the reality to which it refers. Symbols,
however precise, are not the same as their referents (signifieds). There is slippage
between them. No matter how good the historical writing is, it is a model, not a literal
representation.

1 'The burden of history," 28.
2 'The burden of history," 47.
3 'The burden of history," 40.
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Our discourse always tends to slip away from our data towards the
structures of consciousness with which we are trying to grasp them; or,
what amounts to the same thing, the data always resist the coherency of
the image which we are trying to fashion of them.1
Even the best reproduction is considered a forgery if it is passed off as an original.
Historians must beware of claiming 'the last word" on some subject. But does this
slippage between text and referent alone account for the differences between two
historians’ views of the same event? Could the problem of slippage be alleviated by
recourse on the part of historians to technical language, as their scientific brethren
have done? Perhaps, but that jargon would still be the creation of the historians, not
the language the world itself speaks.
Second, White insists upon constructive because of his conception of humans
as historical actors. He takes this analogy literally: if historians cannot construct the
past, humans cannot construct the future. If the past cannot be constructed for the
use of present and future, then humans are trapped by the past, are determined by
the past as surely as any biological or psychological determinism would have it. The
possibility of multiple versions of the past insures that there are also many futures
which humans can create. If history, as the domain of human activity, is impervious to
human manipulation, what separates humanity from the apes? All that is then left to
humans is technical manipulation of the physical world. White comments that Hegel,
Balzac, and Tocqueville saw the historian as
charged with the special task of inducing in men an awareness that their
present condition was always in part a product of specifically human

1"Introduction" to Tropics of discourse. 1.
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choices, which could therefore be changed or altered by further human
action in precisely that degree. History thus sensitized men to the
dynamic elements in every achieved present.... It was only after historians
lost sight of these dynamic elements in their own lived present, and
began to relegate all significant change to a mythic past--thereby
contributing only to the justification of the status quo--that critics such as
Nietzsche could rightly accuse them of being servants of the present
triviality, whatever it might be.1
Not only is history pliable, or constructive, but such construction is the historian’s
moral duty. Our construction of the past shows that construction of the present is
possible. We must trumpet the fact that change is possible. Historians’ failure to
agree on a single linguistic protocol works to our advantage, because it means the
number of possible interpretations of a phenomenon is in principle limitless.2 Hence
the number of futures possible is also without limit.
Against this view, one could argue that while history certainly does show life
being lived in a number of ways, the inertial power of tradition (or the opposing
temptation to react against it) is such that more "imaginative" works (say, science
fiction) are greater spurs to good (read: free) works than history. After all, historical
writing only shows the freedom possessed by historical--not present-persons. On
what grounds does White offer hope that present actions will be undetermined?
How are historical constructions grounded? That is, what is the relationship
between the historical interpretation and the reality to which it refers? White is not
clear about the role "facts" play in his theory. On the one hand, he suggests, as
noted above, that facts are "not so much found as constructed," and that the historian
1 'The burden of history," 49-50.
2 'The burden of history," 48.
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must decide "what constitutes the facts themselves.1 On the other hand, the
questions are asked "of the phenomena before him," and events are "already
constituted." "Unlike literary fictions, such as the novel, historical works are made up
of events that exist outside the consciousness of the writer."2 The question here is
not how distinctions are made between what is a fact and what is not (we shall see
how White handles this in later chapters). Rather, the question is: which has priority,
the "fact" or the construction? Along the lines of the "rubble" analogy, does the
historian determine to build the best construction possible with the materials at hand,
or does the historian create a design and then move from rubble pile to rubble pile
seeking materials for it?
It appears that the story, the overall construction, has priority over facts
(however constituted) in White’s theory. Though every historian must make decisions
about which facts are important enough to be included in an account, in White’s
theory this judgment is made "by including some events and excluding others, by
stressing some and subordinating others. This process of exclusion, stress, and
subordination is carried out in the interest of constituting a story of a particular kind."3
How, then, is the fact, the event, assigned? What are the criteria by which good
historical works are judged? On the analogy of painting, a fact might be placed in
conjunction with another fact, much as two colors might be placed next to each other.

1 'The burden of history," 43, 47.
2 'The burden of history," 43; Metahistorv. 6.
3 Metahistorv. 6.
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The historical work would be successful, pleasing, if the combination "works." White
argues, discussing "classic" historical works, that
their status as possible models of historical representation or
conceptualization does not depend upon the nature of the ‘data’ they
used to support their generalizations or the theories they invoked to
explain them; it depends rather upon the consistency, coherence, and
illuminative power of their respective visions of the historical field.1
Their classic status is, in sum, artistic, being neither fact-dependent nor theorydependent. Both of these could be wrong, and people would still be reading
Michelet, Ranke and Marx, just as people read Greek myths and Norse legends, The
adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The stone angel.
If this is so, why should the historian take the time and effort to find out "the
facts"? Why not cease being "unsuccessful novelists"2 and get at the real thing?
What then is the appeal of making up a story with "events that exist outside the
consciousness of the writer,"3 facts which have to be accomodated and which can
inconveniently muck up a perfectly good story? Is there any essential difference, in
White’s theory, between historians and historical novelists? Does the historian have
the right, on aesthetic grounds, to ignore data which do not fit the story? In refusing
to do so, is not the historian’s situation parallel to that of the scientist, who must also
explain anomalies?
It might be argued that White is not concerned here with selection of data, but

1 Metahistorv. 4.
2 H. L. Mencken: "Historian-An unsuccessful novelist." From A Mencken chrestomathv
(New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1956), 619.
3 Metahistorv. 6.
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with its arrangement. That is, the historian is still bound to evidence, but no matter
how much evidence is adduced, the narrative’s power still resides in the historian’s
ability to construct a good story. Again: what if the "good story" requires the deletion,
or ignoring, of a few "facts“? How many historians will resist the temptation of creating
a powerful story vs. creating an accurate one? How many will stick with the "lone
gunman" theory (boring, and sanctioned by the Warren Commission) when there are
conspiracy theories to be had concerning the John F. Kennedy assassination?
For White, narrative construction is more than creative arrangement, or
selection, of facts. Historians do not just use narrative because it is an effective way
of presenting material. Historians use stories as explanatory devices because
historical consciousness is also literary. White rejects the notion that "epistemological,
aesthetic, and moral" considerations are primary in the construction of a historical
work.1 Rather, he posits
a deep level of consciousness on which a thinker chooses conceptual
strategies by which to explain or represent his data. On this level, I
believe, the historian performs an essentially poetic act, in which he
prefigures the historical field and constitutes it as a domain upon which
to bring to bear the specific theories he will use to explain ‘what was
really happening’ in it.2
Because we’ve always thought that history was found, not made, we’ve paid no
attention to the structure of historical writing, except to credit a historian with "spinning
a good yarn." For White the deep structure of consciousness, which is essentially
"poetic," not logical or technical, is primary in narrative construction. "Facts" and
1 Metahistorv, ix.
2 Metahistorv. x.
16

theories are subservient to narratives prefigured in poetic-specifically, tropal-consciousness. A historical narrative that fits the structures of historical consciousness
may be said to "work." It is to investigation of these structures of historical
consciousness that we turn next.
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Chapter Two
Prefiguration
Up to this point I’ve only just mentioned White’s theory of the structures of historical
consciousness. Let’s consider it now in more detail.
White postulates
four principal modes of historical consciousness on the basis of the
prefigurative (tropological) strategy which informs each of them:
Metaphor, Synecdoche, Metonymy, and Irony. Each of these modes of
consciousness provides the basis for a distinctive linguistic protocol by
which to prefigure the historical field and on the basis of which specific
strategies of historical interpretation can be employed for "explaining" it.1
The modes of historiography, then, are "formalizations of poetic insights that
analytically precede them and that sanction the particular theories used to give
historical accounts the aspect of an ‘explanation.’"2 The tropes work not only at the
prefigurative level, but also serve as the basis for what White identifies as the
subsequent levels of conceptualization of the historical narrative, the modes of
"emplotment," "argument," and "ideological implication."3 These subsequent levels will
be discussed in later chapters. In this chapter I will consider what the tropes are and
how White sees them operating at the level of prefiguration. I will also consider other
prefigurative factors.
The tropes are types of figurative language, ways of identifying language use.
The master trope, of which the others are subsets, is Metaphor. "In Metaphor

1 Metahistorv. xi.
2 Metahistorv. xii.
3 Metahistorv. 29.
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...phenomena can be characterized in terms of their similarity to, and difference from,
one another, in the manner of analogy or simile." Metaphor proper focuses on the
similarities between two things, rather than their differences. "Metaphor is essentially
representational."1 Metaphor claims that the similarities between two things are more
important than their differences. For example, the metaphors of Chicago as "Hog
Butcher" and "Player with railroads" are not meant to be taken literally. Chicago is not
a person and therefore could not be a butcher or player. Nor is Carl Sandburg, in his
famous poem, giving an exhaustive list of city activities. Rather, the activities listed, in
general somewhat dirty and requiring physical strength, are suggestive of the power
of the city in the national economy, and of a vitality of life Sandburg found in Chicago.
It is these qualities Sandburg wishes to draw attention to, not, e.g., the pollution of the
Chicago river with butchering waste or the unjust rate practices of railroad manipu
lators.
The first metaphor, in White’s theory, is the equation of the historical narrative
with the events it describes: "This is what happened." The story represents the
events, stands in for them, just as in a metaphor, something stands for something
else. All historical narratives, according to White, are metaphorical on this level.2 But
just as there are four kinds of metaphor, so there are four kinds of historical narrative.
Some are "doubly" metaphoric, others ironic, synecdochic, metonymic.
The other three tropes are kinds of metaphor, but differ from it and from each

1 Metahistorv. 34.
2 See Paul Ricoeur, The reality of the historical past (Milwaukee : Marquette University
Press, 1984), for one theory of how such metaphorical identification occurs.
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other "in the kinds of reductions or integrations they effect on the literal level of their
meanings and by the kinds of illuminations they aim at on the figurative level."1
White considers Jules Michelet a "metaphoric" historian, who conceived
metaphor "as a way of permitting the historian actually to identify with, resurrect, and
relive the life of the past in its totality.2 Because metaphor focuses on "the essential
sameness of things," White sees Michelet as fusing together different phenomena in
the historical field.
Whatever uniqueness there is in history was conceived by Michelet to be
the uniqueness of the whole, not of the parts that comprise the whole.
The individuality of parts is only apparent. Their significance derives from
their status as symbols of the unity that everything-in history as in
nature-is striving to become.3
White is here, as I see it, metaphorically identifying sameness with unity.
History is the whole to which all the parts belong. They remain parts, but they are
unimportant except as they contribute to the unity of the whole. White may be right
about Michelet’s view, but I see no reason why metaphor need be thought of in this
way. For example, a metaphoric identification could be one based on a historian’s
thinking the same thoughts as the person being studied.4 Or it could be based on
the historian’s attempt to live in the same fashion as the persons in the period under
study. This approach, known as "living history," requires wearing the clothing and

1 Metahistorv. 34.
2 Metahistorv. 149.
3 Metahistorv. 150.
4 Cf. R. G. Collingwood, The idea of history (London : Oxford University Press, 1946).
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using the tools of the period in order to understand it.1 A "metaphoric" historian
might try to make past periods seem familiar, might stress commonalities over time.
Metaphoric identification could be a "common-sense" understanding that some things
never change-whether they be human nature, God, physical laws, or whatever.
Since metaphors do not compare all aspects of the things being compared, the
trick in figuring out a metaphor is in deciding which qualities, what phenomena, are to
be included and which left out. Let’s hope that Robert Burns, writing of his "Luve.Jike
a red red rose," was not referring to her thorny personality! Deciding which qualities
are to be included is done by reference to the context. If we wish to stretch the point
of metaphor, make it a metaphor for the activity of all thought (or at least of all
historical thought), as White suggests, then the historian still has to figure out the
appropriateness of the metaphor. Is the military confrontation before him a skirmish,
battle, or campaign? In order to write about it, he must have a metaphorical
identification of a word with an event. But does he need to have a metaphorical
identification for the narrative as a whole or for the main phenomenon under
consideration? To be sure, a book about the history of milk crates seems to include
three possible metaphorical identifications: history, milk, and crates. And the book
does indeed invite comparison with other histories. But in fact no comparison with
milk is plausible, because we are not concerned with milk, but with a container for milk
bottles or jugs. The historian does not ask of a container if it is milk, but if it is a crate.

1
Cf. Jay Anderson’s Time machines : the world of living history (Nashville : American
Association for State and Local History, 1984) and his Living history reader (Nashville :
American Association for State and Local History, 1991- ),
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Then the historian may inquire what kind of crate it is. Milk, in this context, is a
subsidiary condition for the historian’s identification of the object at hand with
"crateness."1
A secondary context, other than the phenomenon under consideration, is other
"battles" or "milk crates" described in historiography. That is, the context of this new
historical writing is considered to be, not the events described, but the world of
historical descriptions. The "Luve" is "like a red red rose" not only in reality (or,
perhaps, not even in reality), but also because Robert Burns once so described
someone. In this case the existence of a "Luve" reminded the author (or the reader)
of what Burns once said about another "Luve."
But White goes even further than this. Historical writing is metaphorically
identified with all figurative writing--the differences between poetry and prose being
less important than the similarities.2
The fundamental problem of "realistic" representation of those areas of
experience [such as history] not terminologicaily disciplined...is to
provide an adequate schema of thoughts which it takes to be the truth
about reality. But, when it is a matter of characterizing an area of
experience over which there is no fundamental agreement about what it
consists of or what its true nature might be, or when it is a matter of
challenging a conventional characterization of a phenomenon such as a
revolution,... [t]he thought about the object to be represented and the
words to be used in representing either the object or the thought about

11t is debatable if the identification of a term with an object is actually a metaphoric
function, a symbolic one, or a naming function; and how one determines the accuracy or
sufficiency of term-object pairings. These questions are by no means unimportant in a critique
of White's theory of historical narrative. I have, however, chosen to focus on what I see as
inadequacies of his theory as it stands. That is, if he says the identifications are metaphoric,
what does that mean, and how well does it work?
2 Metahistorv. 32.
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the object are all consigned to the usages of figurative discourse.1
Figurative discourse in this case means either poetic or prosaic discourse, any
discourse which uses tropes to describe experience which is not easy to describe in
"unambiguous prose." In the Carl Sandburg example I used earlier, Chicago is not
literally asserted to be "Hog Butcher for the world," but figuratively. The image of cityas-butcher, as I noted, would not be assessed in terms of its literal accuracy, but in
terms of its poetic power. White argues that historical writing is not terminologically
precise, is therefore figurative, and is thus subject to rhetorical analysis. A historical
narrative’s power lies in the potency and suggestiveness of its images, the cogency of
its metaphors. I would have little quarrel with this if White claimed to have written a
history of historical rhetoric (or, better, a typology of historical rhetoric). An accurate
story need not be a boring one. But there is also power in breadth and depth of
research, in fresh sources and uses of data. I do not see how these can simply be
subsumed under tropology. Moreover, if the power of a narrative is the sole criterion
of its value, then some of the most valuable and powerful narratives have been
propaganda. Power also appears to be increased by the simplicity of the image. Few
narratives were more powerful than the one about the Jews stabbing the German
army in the back during the 1914-1918 war. I hardly think that White would want to
promote either propaganda or oversimplification in historical narrative.
If metaphor focuses on the similarities between things, irony asserts both their
sameness and their differences. Irony "points to the potential foolishness of all

1 Metahistorv. 33.
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linguistic characterizations of reality," and is "radically self-critical with respect not only
to a given characterization of the world of experience but also to the very effort to
capture adequately the truth of things in language."1 Irony "apprehend[s]...the essen
tial folly or absurdity of the human condition...."2 Underlying the ironic trope
is a recognition of the fractured nature of social being, of the duplicity
and self-serving of politicians, of an egotism which governs all
professions of interest in the common good, of naked power (dratos)
ruling where law and morality (ethos) are being invoked to justify
actions.3
Jacob Burckhardt is an example of an "ironic" historian, in White’s view. As
against Michelet’s view of history as a developing story, a progressive evolution,
Burckhardt "saw nothing developing." The disjunctions between past and present
were insurmountable: "historical knowledge is definitively separated from any
relevance to the social and cultural problems of its own time and place."4 Burckhardt
held to a concept of "metastasis," of "sudden irrational displacements of powers and
symptoms from one organ or part of the body social to another." The causes of these
shifts were unknown, but their effects could be traced. "This is why, even though one
can offer no definitive explanation of why history develops as it does, one can at least
break up the chronological record into discrete segments or provinces of

1 Metahistorv 37; cf. 232-233.
2 Metahistorv. 38.
3 Metahistorv. 231.
4 Metahistorv. 230, 233.
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occurrence."1 In fact, the historical field is precisely made up of these "discrete
events, no two of which are precisely alike," and it is impossible to distinguish
"between an event and the larger historical framework in which it occurs."2
If I understand White’s view correctly, Burckhardt denied any essential
connections between events and History as a whole. There was no grand Plan, no
chain of causes, no sense of Providence or of an ending toward which all things were
tending. The overall effect of such a view is to draw attention to things in their
uniqueness. History-writing becomes a matter of arranging art objects. The historian
may place the items of her choice on display, using whatever criteria she chooses (or
none at all). The glittering items will be enjoyed individually, with nary a thought as to
how are they arranged.3
Irony, however, need not function in a historical narrative in this way. If irony is
negational, figuring the opposite of what it literally states, then it may be anti-historical,
in one of two ways: it ignores the flow of time, is structural, typological; in the historical
work the actors are constantly frustrated, as their actions produce the opposite of their
intents. That is, the function of the narrative could be to show that "there is nothing
new under the sun," by asserting that claimed innovations are merely repeats or that
time is truly circular. The frustration of intention is not the same thing as the lack of an
overall structure to history that White suggests is the result of an ironic view. It posits

1 Metahistorv. 248.
2 Metahistorv. 261, 262.
3 See Metahistorv. 261 -262, for Burckhardt on history-writing as art.
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the failure of human beings to impose order on history, not the nonexistence of any
order. Irony might also have the positive role of reminding the historian that even
repeated phenomena are never exactly the same.
An ironic view of history, as White presents it, rightly reminds us that our
understanding of history is inevitably imperfect, and that our best reconstructions are
never the last word. And it is well to remember Carlo Ginzburg’s dictum,
The historian’s task is just the opposite of what most of us were taught
to believe. He must destroy our false sense of proximity to people of the
past because they came from societies very different from our own. The
more we discover about these people’s ‘mental universe,’ the more we
should be shocked by the cultural distance that separates us from
them.1
Any history which follows Ginzburg’s model will give precedence to showing that humans
once lived differently. Such a narrative contains an implied comparison with—if not a
critique of-the reader’s time. But if irony tends toward a view of human life as absurd,
history would seem at best matter for amusement.
However, White claims that the ironic perspective (because it can be ironic with
respect to itself)2
provides the grounds for a transcendence of it. If it can be shown that
Irony is only one of a number of possible perspectives on history, each
of which has its own good reasons for existence on a poetic and moral
level of awareness, the Ironic attitude will have begun to be deprived of
its status as the necessary perspective from which to view the historical

11n Jonathan Kandell, "Was the world made out of cheese?", New York Times magazine
(November 17, 1991), 45.
2Though it can scarcely be said that White holds his ironic view ironically.
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process.1
It seems, for White, an ironic view is the best view, because it calls all views into
question, even itself. All views, seen through this glass, are failures. But why should an
ironic attitude about the adequacy of any historical explanation (which might simply be
a historian’s rightful humility) overshadow the metaphorical identification of an account
with its subject? Every metaphor has its limitations. Why should the failings
overshadow the successes? Moreover, why should the failings give rise to a theory
that ignores the differences between failures? Most jet engines fail when a pneumatic
cannon full of dead chickens is fired into their air intakes. "It is the engines that fail
without blowing up...that are said to ‘pass.’" "How a system fails under pressure is as
important, if not more important, than whether it fails."2 How are we to judge ‘tropaP
failure? White suggests
[w]e should ask only that the historian show some tact in the use of his
governing metaphors: that he neither overburden them with data nor fail
to use them to their limit; that he respect the logic implicit in the mode of
discourse he has decided upon; and that, when his metaphor begins to
show itself unable to accommodate certain kinds of data, he abandon
that metaphor and seek another, richer, and more inclusive metaphor
than that with which he began--in the same way that a scientist
abandons a hypothesis when its use is exhausted.3
Having considered metaphor and irony, let us look at metonymy and

1 Metahistorv, 434. I think White wants to use irony to overcome irony because he fears
Foucault’s nihilism, but this strategy fails because he shares with Foucault a firm belief in the
autonomy of humanity.
2 Paul Evan Peters, "A framework for the development of performance measuring
standards," Information technology and libraries (June, 1988), 193.
3 'The burden of history," 47.
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synecdoche. Metonymy is literally the substitution of the name of a part of a
thing for the name of the whole, e.g., "a set of wheels" or just "wheels" equals a
car.
By Metonomy...one can simultaneously distinguish between two
phenomena and reduce one to the status of a manifestation of the other.
This reduction may take the form of an agent-act relationship ("the
thunder roars!') or a cause-effect relationship ("the roar of thunder").1
Metonymy is thus reductive. White applies metonymy to historical writing by noting that
substitution of part for whole in this case is actually to compare parts of the whole, to
differentiate which parts are essential from those which are incidental. "A set of doors"
doesn’t do as a description of the essence of a car--motion. The task is to distinguish
"between those parts which are representative of the whole and those which are simply
aspects of it."2 This sort of distinguishing, White notes, is common to the physical
sciences, which must decide which parts of a phenomenon to look at and which to
exclude as unimportant.
Hegel and Marx, according to White, shared a Metonymical conception of
history. Marx’s conception of base and superstructure, where the latter is both
inessential to and derived from the former, appears to fit White’s model.3
The historical process...appeared to [Marx] as that ‘panorama of sin and
suffering’ which Tocqueville and Burckhardt asserted to be history’s true
meaning once their analyses of it were complete. Marx began where
they ended. Their Irony was his point of departure. His purpose was to
determine the extent to which one can realistically hope for the ultimate

1 Metahistorv, 35.
2 Metahistorv. 35.
3 See Metahistorv. 284, 301, 303, 311.
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integration of the forces and objects that occupy the historical field.1
White characterizes Marx’s view as metonymic because the integration effected
works only in one direction: the base affects the superstructure, not the other way
around. The perceived integration of thought with reality (at the superstructure level) is
false, but the actual relations of man and the physical world (the base) hold, whether
recognized or not.
It seems plausible to consider Marx’s view as metonymic. The superstructure is
consistently viewed as a manifestation of the base. But why could not any account
stressing cause and effect be metonymic? Why isn’t the "metastasis" view of
Burckhardt (in which the disjunctures have effects but are not themselves caused by
anything) metonymic? Doesn’t every historian have to make distinctions between what
is important and what isn’t? Must they do so in Marx’s blanket-like fashion to be
considered metonymic?
Synecdoche, like metonomy, also uses a part of a whole to characterize the
whole, but it is a quality of that part which is emphasized, e.g., "he’s all thumbs."
Synecdoche is integrative, because "the expression suggests a relationship among the
various parts of the whole which is qualitative in nature and in which all of the parts
participate."2 A man who is "all thumbs" can’t do anything right. He’s clumsy in all of
his actions. The relationship suggested is that of microcosm-macrocosm.3

1 Metahistorv, 281
2 Metahistorv. 36.
3 Metahistorv. 35.
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White cites Johann Gottfried Herder as having a synecdochic conception of
history. Though no things are ever really identical, they all partake of the same
process. "Viewed from within the process itself...the historian’s world is a plethora of
unique forms, concrete universals, no one of which is like any other, but every one of
which testifies to the presence of an informing principle within the whole."1 I
understand White to mean that Herder did not consider the historical process to cause
the phenomena within it (as in a metonymic conception). Rather, the phenomena
expressed, or grew out of, the process. They were not results of the process, but
instances of it.
Unfortunately, as White points out, "Herder lacked any principle that might permit
him to explain why, if everything was always adequate to what nature required of it,
things had to change at all." Herder could not balance, or reconcile, change and
duration.2 A view which deals so unsatisfactorily with change comes close, in my mind,
to an ironic view in which change doesn’t really matter.3
White also uses the tropes as explanatory devices-periods, if you w ill-for
nineteenth century historical writing. In his view, European historians at this time had to
overcome an Enlightenment rationalism which "was bound to inspire a purely Ironic

1 Metahistorv. 75, 76-77.
2 Metahistorv. 77.
3 Although White claims that his own view of historical narrative is ironic (Metahistorv. xii,
434), it seems to me that it could also be considered synecdochic. In his view, historical
narratives are not caused by tropes, but express them. Moreover, tropes are not shown (in
his theory) to have any historical origin, or to be subject to change.
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attitude with respect to the past."1 Herder consciously broke with Enlightenment
rationalism to create his synecdochic historiography, followed in turn by Hegel’s
metonymic conception and Michelet’s metaphoric mode, ending with Burckhardt’s
ironic view.

And so the wheel goes round, as the limitations of each trope become

known, though as we have seen White claims that the ironic mode provides the means
for overcoming its own limitations, insuring that interpretation remains open, because
no one trope can claim supremacy.
But does White need poetic préfiguration to insure that interpretation remains
open? Are there no other types of préfiguration possible? Does not the limitation of
possible figures to four (the four tropes) reduce, rather than expand, the number of
possible interpretations, especially as the tropes of metonymy, synecdoche and irony
are sub-varieties of the master trope, metaphor? Or does the possibility of
combinations of tropes (which White says constitute a historian’s particular style), thus
creating an infinite number of possible interpretations, make the use of tropological
analysis meaningless?
F. W. Lancaster, in a work on subject analysis, has not four, but eleven, types of
relationships between terms. In addition to a thing and its properties (synecdoche), a
thing and its parts (metonymy)(which White equates with cause-effect relations, but
which Lancaster separates into two types), and an oppositional pair (e.g.,
life/death)(irony), Lancaster notes the following relations: thing/application (e.g.,
broom/sweeping), application/thing (e.g., healing/medicine), raw material/product (e.g.,

1 Metahistorv, 54.
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pulp/paper), complementary activities (e.g., teaching/learning), activity/property (e.g.,
bending/elasticity), activity/agent (e.g., smoking/tobacco), and activity/product (e.g.,
high school/diploma).1 I see no reason why these categories are not as compelling as
White’s tropes--if not richer. Moreover, Lancaster’s analysis of terms allows for the
possibility of a priori term relationships. Whereas White’s analysis stresses the
historian’s freedom to choose an overarching metaphor, Lancaster points out that some
relationships always hold: fracture and rupture, for example, are always kinds of failure.
Other relationships are a posteriori; deterioration may, but does not necessarily, lead to
failure.2
It is not my intent to offer Lancaster’s analysis of terms, designed for indexers, in
place of White’s tropal theory. I have not worked out how his term analysis could be
applied to types of historical narrative. But I maintain that his listing of lingual term
relationships (especially as it includes the tropes), is as valid a basis for a theory of
historical narrative as the more limited tropes are. Insofar as his list is larger and more
precise, it might also prove richer, and less subject to alternative conceptions of what
the tropal applications are. Further, because Lancaster is also dealing with literary
matters (terms), one could agree that historical consciousness is literary without
agreeing with White that it is tropal. Also, Lancaster’s analysis, if extended, allows for
the possibility of wrong interpretations. Paradigmatic (a priori) relationships are not
syntagmatic (a posteriori). Metaphorical analysis does not allow for the possibility that

1Vocabulary control for information retrieval (Washington, D. C. : Information Resources
Press, 1986), 46-47.
2 Vocabulary control for information retrieval. 7.
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the wrong metaphor might be chosen.1
In his concern that prefiguration be "poetic" White ignores, or underrates, other
factors which couid also be said to be prior to figuration. He claims that these factors
(he mentions epistemological, aesthetic and moral dimensions) "appear on the ‘surface’
of the text and can usually be identified with relative ease."2 I do not share his
optimism about their identification, in part because he does not even mention some of
the most obvious (to me) prefigurative factors. He seems impatient to get beyond them
to the deeper level of tropes. Even if these other factors are merely surface
phenomena, their connection to the four tropes must be elucidated, if the deep
structure is to be truly controlling. Whether they are easily identifiable is not the point.
The point is whether they are prefigurative. White does make some strides in the
direction of explaining these relationships, as we shall see. But first let me note some
of the "prefigurative" factors he does not mention.
A historian’s presuppositions, his likes and dislikes, his cultural blind spots--in
short, his situatedness in time and place--will prefigure the historical field. This
prefiguration can be conscious or unconscious, overt or repressed, especially when it
concerns basic ideological or religious commitments. White mentions that a certain
trope might be chosen for a particular historical topic for "moral or aesthetic reasons,"
though he does not relate what affinity certain tropes might have for certain religious
convictions, and vice versa, unless tropes are themselves considered equivalent to

1 Unless a better choice of metaphors is what differentiates "classic" accounts from run-ofthe-mill ones.
2 Metahistorv. x.
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religious convictions.
Part of the historian’s situatedness will be her access to relevant documents and
other remains relating to the topic under consideration. Also, what is considered
evidence and how it is used are related to her training. What historical field is
considered present and how it is construed are certainly connected to training. White
hints as much when he says that academic historians have generally favored the
synecdochic and ironic tropes, largely because these tropes have elective affinities with
conservative or liberal positions (metaphor and metonymy tending to anarchistic and
radical implications, respectively), positions which tend to support the place of the
academic historian.1
Another way of thinking of préfiguration would be a more general "givenness" of
language, that is, to talk or even think about a subject, the historian must use words
which carry cultural baggage. While there’s many a slip ’twixt the signifier and the
signified, there’s also cultural inertia, cultural memory if you will, in that words and
concepts have histories of their own. A phrase like "American Civil war" could mean a
polite difference of opinion between a Canadian and a Brazilian, but the phrase will
perhaps never be used to mean that because it has an entrenched usage to refer to a
military conflict that took place between two parts of the United States. This
préfiguration is that of connected concepts, i. e., "American" and "Civil war." As such it
is different from the similar, but more ‘contextual,’ préfiguration I noted earlier, in which I
as a Northerner would use the phrase “Civil war" rather than "War between the states"

1 Metahistorv. 19-21.
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(the Southern phrase, which carries the connotation of state-not national-sovereignty).
But there is yet another kind of "givenness," that of subject, for whether we call it
the American Civil war or the War between the states, we all "know" what we meansome of the U. S. events of 1861-65, The naval blockade of the Confederate states
belongs to the war, but the building of the transcontinental railway (going on at the
same time) does not. Though subject lines themselves shift with time, "Political history"
having once been "History," subject boundaries usually do not shift dramatically.
Labels, once given, tend to stick, even if inaccurate.
Whether or not you agree with my descriptions of these possible types of
préfiguration, my point is that these pre-existing conditions (existing prior to the writing
of the historical w ork)-to say nothing of the crucial condition that the events depicted
exist outside the consciousness of the writer-wili, it seems to me, impinge upon any
figurative act as surely, and as seriously, as any tropological considerations.
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Chapter Three
Plot, Story, and Chronicle
While préfiguration, for White, has to do with setting the boundaries of the
historical field and selecting what will be seen in it, chronicle arranges the selected
items in time order, story posits connections between the items, and plot transforms
story into explanation by presenting a story of a specific kind. I will briefly comment on
chronicle and story here, and do so more extensively in my critique of White’s theory of
plot at the end of the chapter.
Chronicle, for White, is the arrangement of events in their temporal order.
Chronicles start and terminate, but have no beginnings or endings. That is, in principle
they could extend infinitely in either direction. Events are simply present as elements of
a series. They do not function as elements of a story.1 Stories further tighten the
connections between events by
arrang[ing]...the events into the components of a ‘spectacle’ or process
of happening, which is thought to possess a discernible beginning,
middle, and end. This transformation of chronicle into story is effected
by the characterization of some events in the chronicle in terms of
inaugural motifs, of others in terms of terminating motifs, and of yet
others in terms of transitional motifs.2

Stories, according to White, provide a followable way for readers to understand what
happened. They connect events, answering the questions, "What happened next?
How did that happen? Why did things happen this way rather than that? How did it all

1 Metahistorv. 5-7.
2 Metahistorv. 5.
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come out in the end?" Stories do not, however, provide a final justification; each of
Aesop’s fables had a moral appended. Stories can provide an explanation of what
the point of it all was, according to White, either by emplotment, argument, or
ideological implication.1 My concern in this chapter is with modes of emplotment.
The historian will tend to choose modes of emplotment, argument, and ideological
implication "in response to the imperatives of the trope which informs the linguistic
protocol he has used to prefigure the field of historical occurrence singled out by him
for investigation."2 That is, there are "elective affinities" between the tropes and the
modes of explanation.3
Emplotment is the creation of stories according to particular kinds. White
borrows Northrop Frye’s classification of plot structures into four major types:
Romance, Tragedy, Comedy and Satire.4
The Romance is fundamentally a drama of self-identification symbolized
by the hero’s transcendence of the world of experience, his victory over
it, and his final liberation from it.... It is a drama of the triumph of good
over evil...and of the ultimate transcendence of man over the world in
which he was imprisoned by the Fall.5
White characterizes Michelet as a "romantic" historian in this sense. Michelet, as we
have seen, considered history metaphorically, as a process in which the parts are

1 Metahistorv. 7.
2 Metahistorv. 427.
3 Metahistorv. 30-31.
4 There may be other plot types, White says, such as the Epic (Metahistorv. 7-8), the fairy
tale or detective story (Metahistorv. 8).
5 Metahistorv. 8-9.
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striving for unity.
But the mere fact that there is striving in the world suggests that this
unity is a goal to be reached, rather than a condition to be described.
[Therefore]...the historian must write his histories in such a way as to
promote the realization of the unity that everything is striving to become.
... [Everything appearing in history must be assessed finally in terms of
the contribution it makes to the realization of the goal or the extent to
which it impedes its realization.1
Though Michelet took conflict and evil seriously, his theme was the triumph of light
over darkness.2
Satire has as its theme Romance’s exact opposite: "man is ultimately a captive
of the world rather than its master."3 White’s satiric example is, not surprisingly,
Burckhardt, the ironist. In his Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, he ended each
section with the same "melancholy note": "The theme was introduced and carried to its
full realization in some representative figure or crucial event, but only to be modulated
by the reminder that all things human pass into nothingness."4
Comedy and Tragedy provide partial redemption. "In Comedy, hope is held out
for the temporary triumph of man over his world by the prospect of occasional
reconciliations of the forces at play in the social and natural worlds."5 Comedy is the

1 Metahistorv, 150.
2 Metahistorv. 154, 152.
3 Metahistorv. 9.
4 Metahistorv. 245.
5 Metahistorv. 9.
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plotted analogue of synecdoche.1 However, Marx (a metonymist) is one of its
practitioners. Ranke (a metaphorist) is another. While Michelet’s romantic view
focuses on achieved victory, Ranke’s comedic view is concerned with the process of
achieving it. How it is achieved is as important for Ranke’s story as that it is achieved.
Formally, the whole-part relation "is experienced as the explanation o f why things
happened as they did.2
Tragedy provides no reconciliations, but does give us "a gain in consciousness
for the spectators of the contest," insight into the laws controlling human existencethe laws to which the tragedy’s protagonist ultimately falls victim.3 Tocqueville is a
tragedic historian (despite his irony).
[U]nlike the pure Ironists..., Tocqueville did not permit himself to believe
that history has no general meaning at all. What the tragic agon reveals,
again and again, is that the secret of history is nothing but man’s eternal
contest with, and return to, himself. The mystery of history is thus
conceived of...as an aid to self-confident action in the present on behalf
of a better future, [or] as a reminder of the dangers of a premature
foreclosure of possibilities or a precipitate commitment to incompletely
comprehended social or personal programs.4
A story explains by emplotment when the reader perceives that the story falls
into one of these plot types. By providing the story with a certain plot structure, a
historian "explains" it in a certain way. The plot applies to the "entire set of events
considered as a completed story," though "a given historical account is likely to

1 Metahistorv. 190, 177.
2 Metahistorv. 177. See 281 -282 on Marx’s (Karl, not Brothers) comedy.
3 Metahistorv. 9.

4 Metahistorv. 194.
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contain stories cast in one mode as aspects or phases of the whole set of stories
emplotted in another mode."1
I

would like to raise two questions about White’s theory of plot: first, is his

method of plot construction too restricted? That is, is his the only way to arrange
materials to form stories and plots? Second, is White correct in his claim that only
plotted narratives explain?
For White, stories are created from chronicles by giving literary form to the list
of events. Events are put in a beginning-middle-end form (into what White calls
inaugurating-transitional-terminating elements). That is, "an event which is simply
reported [in a chronicle] as having happened at a certain time and place is
transformed into an inaugurating event by its characterization as such...."2 We are
told that the story begins here, who the initial major characters are, what the narrative
is a story about. A transitional event "signals to the reader to hold his expectations
about the significance of the events contained in [the story] in abeyance until some
terminating motif has been provided."3 Finally, "a terminating motif indicates the
apparent end or resolution of a process or situation of tension."4 The open-ended
chronicle has been closed, the historical process described in the narrative completed.
An event can play different roles in different narratives, occurring as an inaugurating,

1 Metahistorv. 7.
2 Metahistorv, 5.
3 Metahistorv. 5-6,

4 Metahistorv. 6.
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transitional, or terminating motif as it is assigned by the historian.1
White says a historian must emplot the narrative in one comprehensive form,
though the narrative may contain subplots in other forms.2 The story is constructed
according to one of the various plot types found in the culture. The events of the
story are not, in White’s view, inherently tragic or comic, satirical or romantic,3 but
may be fashioned into a story having one of those forms. The narrative’s readers will
recognize which form is being used, and will thus make sense of the set of events.4
Though a historian may proceed in this manner to construct a narrative, I see
no reason why this should be so. Must the historian assign story and plot element
status to events? White assumes discrete events, which must then be connected.
Could not the events and the discovery of their position as ‘inaugurating’ or
‘terminating’ motifs occur simultaneously? Aren’t some events inherently inaugurating
and terminating (e.g., births and deaths)? Aren’t some phenomena inherently more
suited to become story and plot elements than others? For example, I am not
surprised that the naval blockade of the Confederacy during the American Civil War
has been seldom treated in narrative. It featured few flashy conflicts or colorful
personalities, and little bloodshed. There were certainly many events (measured in
ships captured or missed). The overall "plot" might be the gradual tightening of the

1 Metahistorv. 7
2 Metahistorv. 8.
3 Although White says events may be inherently ironic, i.e., in the plot type of satire. See
'The historical text as literary artifact," Clio 3:3 (1974), reprinted in Tropics of discourse. 85.
4 See 'The historical text as literary artifact," 84-86.
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blockade to cut off Confederate commerce (and assist in the Southern defeat).
Inauguration and termination dates for the blockade are clear. There is nothing, really,
to prevent this story’s being plotted-except that none of the many thousands of ship
captures-or even the (fewer) port captures--is, in itself, significant enough to serve as
a transitional event that would carry the narrative. Even a major event like the capture
of New Orleans would not so serve, because of when it happened. How could the
turning point come so early, with the war only one-quarter finished?
Moreover, White says nothing about how the arrangement is done. A
historian’s choice is subject to argument, subject to refutation. Inaugurations are not
as simple as “once upon a time" and terminations not as easy as "and they lived
happily ever after." A historian might begin with an ongoing phenomenon, such as an
institution, and work backwards towards its beginnings. Or a biographer might have
birth and death dates and have to fill in the middle. In the case of the continuing
phenomenon there might be ‘periods,’ such as one administration. An element may
be both a terminating and an inaugurating factor. Putting a library’s holdings on
computer inaugurates a new type of service even as it closes the card catalog. Or
there may be a transitional period, when both systems are operating. Prqects are
begun, abandoned, restarted, put on hold. Sometimes beginnings and endings aren’t
clear, or are disputed. At other times the story may be cut short by gaps or
contradictions in the data.
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If a historian is faced with such "splendid messiness,1,1 what is she to do? For
White, she must be deft in handling many plots, or throw off narrative altogether. If a
history is to take a story form it must have narrative closure: the elements of
beginning, middle, and end.
Narrative closure can, as I see it, be important in two ways: first, the flow of the
narrative can then ‘mirror’ the becoming, being and ceasing of the phenomenon itself.
The danger is that the narrative could overdetermine the phenomenon, that is, that the
need to fit a story form might cause oversimplification of the phenomenon’s intricacies.
Second, as White notes, providing boundaries for the story of something gives
stability to the phenomenon.2 The universe having been constituted, then everything
which lies within it falls under its conditions. If something happens in the narrative, we
know that it’ll be connected to the other events. Within this game, the rules won’t
change--or if they do, we’ll understand why. Even red herrings have a purpose in a
story. But do they belong in a historical account?
If only plotted narratives explain (i.e., enable the audience to understand the
history through recognizing the plot types), then presumably any tinkering with the
plot threatens the explanation. But historians feel compelled to break into smooth
plots to present alternative scenarios, to point out narrative gaps and contradictory or
unclear evidence, to draw the reader’s attention to strands in need of being tied off.
Through bibliographic citations a historian shows his reader the back side, as it were,

1 "History needs to declare itself unapologetically for what it is: the study of the past in all
its splendid messines."--Simon Schama.
2 Metahistorv. 6.
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of the cross-stitch project. In so doing the historian "opens up" the closed narrative
world and points outside it. Similarly, photographs or other illustrations pull the reader
away from the plot.
But is White correct in his insistence that only plotted narratives explain? What
is wrong, for instance, with scripted historical presentations, such as "reenactments" of
historical battles? These have definite beginnings, middles and ends but are strictly
speaking not narrative, not plotted. The script is a series of ‘stage directions’ for the
‘actors,’ and may contain no spoken lines. The form is that of a prescriptive chronicle:
"do this and then do this." The audience watches and interprets the spectacle. The
reenactment explains how battles of the period were fought by showing the tactics,
the equipment, the difficulty of communication, etc. Seeing the chaos created by 500
men, 50 horses, and 20 cannons in a reenactment might help an observer understand
Major General William S. Rosecrans’ crucial mistake at the battle of Chickamauga-which featured much larger numbers-better than any "plotted" narrative.1
Moreover, what is wrong with the chronicle form? White even mentions that
"[t]he Epic plot structure would appear to be the implicit form of chronicle itself."2
White allows the Epic status as "possible" plot type in addition to the "Big Four" of
Romance, Tragedy, Comedy, and Satire.3
To show that plottedness is not essential for a historical narrative to explain, I

1 Rosecrans forgot (or was misinformed about) the location of a body of his troops and
moved them, thus creating a hole in his line which the Confederates exploited.
2 Metahistory, 8.
3 Metahistorv. 7.
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would like to consider the annal and chronicle forms. The essential difference
between these and plotted stories is that they do not possess what White calls
"motifically encoded" events. That is, events have not been given inaugural,
transitional, or terminal status. Since they are thus not stories (by his definition), they
are also not stories of specific, identifiable kinds.1
I

will consider White’s 1980 essay on annals and chronicles. Here is a section of

the Annals of Saint Gall:
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.
715.
718.
719.
720.
721.
722.
723.
725.
726.
731.
732.

Hard winter. Duke Gottfried died.
Hard year and deficient in crops.
Flood everywhere.
Pippin, mayor of the palace, died.
716. 717.
Charles devastated the Saxon with great destruction.

Charles fought against the Saxons.
Theudo drove the Saxons out of Aquitaine.
Great crops.
724.
Saracens came for the first time.
727. 728. 729. 730.
Blessed Bede, the presbyter, died.
Charles fought against the Saracens at Poitiers on
Saturday.
733. 734.2
White notes of annals like this that there is "no suggestion of any necessary
connection between one event and another."3 The principle of organization is that of

1 Cf. Metahistorv. 6-7.
2 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," Critical inquiry 7:1 (1980).
Reprinted in The content of the form, 6-7.
3 "The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 6.
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mere succession.
Social events are apparently as incomprehensible as natural events.
They seem to have the same order of importance or unimportance.
They seem merely to have occurred, and their importance seems to be
indistinguishable from the fact that they were recorded. In fact, it seems
that their importance consists in nothing other than their having been
recorded.1
White notes that the "Lord" functions in the annals as a (pseudo-)subject
"whose

‘y e a r s ’

are treated as manifestations of His power to cause the events that

occur in them." Because the Lord is not in time, White says, He cannot serve as a
narrative subject. This contention puzzles me because even if God is said to dwell in
eternity, nevertheless it is God’s actions in time with which the historian is concerned.
A past event could also be said to be timeless, freed from the exigencies of change,
complete. There is no barrier to using it as a narrative subject. Of course the annals
form does not present the Lord (or even Saint Gall) as an explicit subject. We do not
know the annalist, and are not told what the conscious motive is for keeping the
annals. But rather than draw the conclusion, as White does, that gaps in the list of
events point to "the absence of a principle for assigning importance or significance" to
them,2 perhaps there is an implicit principle. Perhaps there are multiple principles.
The structure of the Annals of Saint Gall suggests a number of things to me. If
there is no principle of order, why are there gaps only in the list of events? That
"nothing happened" in the year of our Lord 723 might mean that God merely
preserved things as they were-no mean feat in "a culture hovering on the brink of
1'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 7.
2 "The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 11.
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dissolution," where "all of the events are extreme, and the implicit criterion for selecting
them for remembrance is their liminal nature."1 That the year 723 is written in the
annals while no corresponding events are listed suggests to me that it was important
to the annalist that the year be remembered as Anno Domini. Such a contention is
consistent with a medieval sense of providence, which "cannot be explained as a faith
in a guaranteed favorable outcome of what happens in the city of this world. The
contrary is closer to the truth: God preserves this world, but he does this in part unto
its own judgment."2 The events might be considered as God’s judging activities, the
lack of events as a sign of God’s mercy. The connection between events and
chronology is sufficient, that is, to see events in the world (even or perhaps especially
catastrophic events) as manifestations of God’s working is to make the crucial
connection. That fighting the Saxons or Saracens might also have political or
economic motivations is not relevant to the annalist’s purpose. The annalist has
nothing to prove; God’s activity is thoroughgoing, one might even say self-evident.
There is no narrative closure-indeed, no more than an implicit narrative structure-to
the Annals of Saint Gall. Yet it seems to me that it provides an explanation for the
events within it in its structure, just as plotted narratives do. For the Annals of Saint
Gall the explanation lies in the years Anno Domini-the times of the Lord.
A chronicle, in contrast to an annal, displays "greater comprehensiveness,
organization of materials ‘by topics and reigns,’ and...greater narrative coherency."

1 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 7.
2 Bob Goudzwaard, Capitalism and progress (Grand Rapids, Mich. : Eerdmans, 1979), 19.
Cf. 16-20.
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According to White, a chronicle is not a story because it "typically lack[s] closure, that
summing up of the ‘meaning’ of the chain of events with which it deals that we
normally expect from the well-made story."1 The organizing principle, as of annals, is
chronology. The ordering relation of events is a simple "and then." Unlike a narrative,
which might "forsee" the outcome of events in their beginnings, a chronicle has no
cause-effect relations. There is no sense of "beginning" and "ending," no attempt to tie
the work together as a whole. "The work appears to be unfolding a plot but then
belies its own appearance by merely stopping in medias res...." Thus, according to
White, the burden of "retrospectively reflecting on the linkages between the beginning
of the account and its ending" is thrown onto the reader.2 White claims that the
chronicler lacked a "moral principle in the light of which [he] might have judged the
resolution [of events] as either just or unjust. Reality itself has judged the resolution
by resolving it as it has done."3 Once the "contest" motivating the chronicler was
finished, there was no need to sum up. "The end of the discourse does not cast its
light back over the events originally recorded in order to redistribute the force of
meaning that was immanent in all of the events from the beginning."4
But I can suggest other reasons why the narrator would not close off the
chronicle. Perhaps the phenomenon under consideration is itself unfinished (as in

1 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 16.
2 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 17.
3 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 19-20.
4 'The value of narrativity in the representation of reality," 20.
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White’s example, Richerus’ History of France). Perhaps the historian felt that making a
final judgment was presumptuous or politically indiscreet. Perhaps narrative closure
might be thought religiously presumptuous, as if it somehow undermined God’s own
closure of time and history or inferred that redemption was no longer possible in a
certain situation. Conversely, if God allowed a particular point of view to prevail (in
Richerus’ case, that against his patron) what more was to be said? The Umpire’s call
was final. The game was over. The burden of making linkages, of pulling things
together, thus devolves, not on the chronicler or reader, but on the Master Author.
Narrative closure, in White’s sense, is not needed.
I am not sure why White insists on narrative closure and plot before a historical
narrative can give meaning. He may be equating the ending of a phenomenon with a
judgment about that phenomenon. But are there not several levels of judgments to be
made? For example, the historian may have to establish that Jimmy Hoffa died, when
it happened, how it happened, and what it meant. But "what it meant" has different
answers depending on whether one is talking about leadership patterns in unions
(e.g., corruption), problem solving in organized crime (e.g., murder), family
relationships, federal prosecutions, etc. These "meanings" can be established even
though the circumstances of Hoffa’s death may remain unclear, unestablished,
unclosed. While I would agree with White that no random series of events has an
inherent meaning (except that it is a random series!), any other series will have at least
a provisional, or tentative, meaning, and perhaps more than one. Meaning is
dependent not solely on the narrativization but upon which factors the historian deems
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most important. This meaning, as we have seen, may be present even in unplotted
works such as annals and chronicles.
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Chapter Four
Formal Argument
The second way (after plot) in which a historical narrative explains, according to White,
is by "formal argument." On this level of conceptualization the historian
may seek to explicate 'the point of it all" or "what it all adds up to" in the
end. ,..[T]he historian explains the events in the story (or the form of the
events which he has imposed upon them through his emplotment of
them in a particular mode) by construction of a nomological-deductive
argument. This argument can be analyzed into a syllogism, the major
premise of which consists of some putatively universal law of causal
relationships, the minor premise of the boundary conditions within which
the law is applied, and a conclusion in which the events that actually
occurred are deduced from the premises by logical necessity.1
The major premise can be any generalization the historian chooses.2 The source of the
premise-common sense, philosophy or science--is irrelevant, though White complains
that common sense is still most prevalent, proving once again that history is a
protoscience. He carefully distinguishes explanation by argument from explanation by
emplotment. Although one could argue that emplotting in history is analogous to lab
reporting in physics, White distinguishes between events as plot elements and as causal
factors.3 The laws for narration are not the same as the laws for general human activity
(if any of the latter exist).
There is a long history of dispute over whether natural scientific and
historical explanations must have the same formal characteristics. This

1 Metahistorv. 11.
21use "generalization" as shorthand for White’s "putatively universal law of causal
relationships."

3 Metahistorv. 12.
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dispute turns on the problem of whether the kinds of laws that might be
invoked in scientific explanations have their counterparts in the realm of
the so-called human or spiritual sciences, such as sociology and
history.1
White argues that debate over what constitutes an explanation ultimately reflects
"different conceptions of ‘reality’ and the different epistemologies generated by them."
Following Stephen Pepper in World hypotheses. White identifies four types of expla
nation by argument, "four paradigms of the form that a historical explanation,
considered as a discursive argument, may be conceived to take: Formist, Organicist,
Mechanistic, and Contextualist."2 The explanations are related to the four tropes:
Formism is metaphoric, Mechanism is metonymic, Organicism is synecdochic,
Contextualism is ironic. They also have "elective affinities" with the four plot types
discussed earlier, Formism with Romance, Mechanism with Tragedy, Organicism with
Comedy, and Contextualism with Satire.3
The Formist paradigm, which White calls "a theory of truth," tries to identify "the
unique characteristics of objects inhabiting the historical field."4 That is, when each
thing in the field has been properly labeled, its attributes noted, its peculiarities cited,
the explanation is considered complete. The effect, as I understand it, is pointillistic.
The specialty, uniqueness, cultural and historical ‘differentness’ of the phenomena in
question are the focus of attention. Hence White calls Formism "dispersive." A

1 Metahistorv, 12.
2 Metahistory. 13.
3 Metahistorv. 29.
4 Metahistorv. 13-14.
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Formist explanation can handle a vast number of phenomena-it has a wide scope-but "its generalizations about the processes discerned in the field will be inclined to
lack conceptual precision."1
Formist practitioners, according to White, include Carlyle, Herder, Michelet,
Mommsen, and Trevelyan, all historians whose narratives take "the depiction of the
variety, color, and vividness of the historical field" as their "central aim."2
Organicist arguments, in contrast to Formist, are more "‘integrative’ and hence
more reductive." These explanations attempt to "depict the particulars discerned in
the historical field as components of synthetic processes."3 They are micromacrocosmically conceived. The objects inhabiting the historical field are parts of a
whole, a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. The overall effect of an
Organistic explanation is to show the gathering or composition of an entity out of the
dispersed phenomena in the field. "Historians working in this mode will be more
interested in characterizing the integrative process than in depicting its individual
elements."4 The Organic process is thought of as essentially creative, free, uncon
strained by causal law. The result is "found art," not evolutionary progression. Ranke
is White’s example of an Organicist historian. He explains events within their
immediate context (say, the Fifteenth century), but then links that context to a larger

1 Metahistorv. 15.
2 Metahistorv. 14. Unfortunately, White does not show how Formism operates in any of
these historians.
3 Metahistorv. 15.
4 Metahistorv, 16.
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process of development, that of European civilization as a whole.
On one level the question "What happened?" is answered by the
insertion of an event or set of events within a context by the
discrimination of the strands that link the event to other events, providing
thereby an impression of a rich texture of occurrence which is not
susceptible to any nomological explanation. On another level the
question "Why did it happen as it did?" is answered by the movement
from one context, considered as an achieved form, to another in such a
way as to show the higher integration of phenomena with one another in
each successive stage....1
Evolutionary theory is an example of a Mechanistic argument, which is also
integrative in aim, but is "inclined to be reductive rather than synthetic."2 Mechanistic
explanations involve "the search for causal laws that determine the outcomes of
processes discovered in the historical field."3 The objects inhabiting the historical field
relate to each other as parts. If Organicism is cooking, Mechanism is chemistry. The
first is governed by rules of thumb leading to a result which cannot be broken down
into its ingredients (a piece of cake is not so much flour, so many eggs, etc.) whereas
the second is governed by theories leading to a result which is reversible (at least in
theory), and precisely repeatable. A chemical compound is not only composed of,
but identified with, its elements, e.g., H2S04.
Marx, according to White, answered the question of how "man [could] be both
immediately determined and potentially free"4 by relating determinism and freedom

1 Metahistorv, 178.
2 Metahistorv. 16.
3 Metahistorv. 17.

4 Metahistorv, 285.
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metonymically through the Mechanistic form.1 The superstructure ("the publicly
sanctioned forms of consciousness") is "determined in a Mechanistic way by the
modes of production of which [it is a reflection].2
The fourth, and last, form of explanation by argument is the Contextualist, which
presupposes
that events can be explained by being set within the "context" of their
occurrence. Why they occurred as they did is to be explained by the
revelation of the specific relationships they bore to the other events
occurring in their circumambient historical space.3
Contextualism strives for "relative integration" by looking at "trends or general
physiognomies of periods and epochs."4 Like Formism, Contextualism concentrates
on structures, not processes.
Burckhardt was a Contextualist; he suggested that historians ‘explain’ a
given event by inserting it into the rich fabric of the similarly discriminable
individualities that occupy its circumambient historical space. He denied
both the possibility of deriving laws from the study of history and the
desirability of submitting it to typological analysis.5
At its logical extreme, in Contexualism the chain of cause and effect breaks down
completely-there are none.
I would like to comment on the suitability of the argument form for historical
narratives and on how the premises of the argument are chosen.

1 Metahistorv. 286.
2 Metahistorv. 327-328.
3 Metahistorv. 17-18.
4 Metahistorv. 18.
5 Metahistorv, 28.
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White is to be commended for noting historians’ implicit use of the argument
form, although this form seems to me to be of limited application. Premises large
enough to cover the entire historical spectrum, e.g., "human nature is essentially the
same," usually do not function explicitly. They are usually assumptions. Arguments
are usually made on a different level. For example, the major premise might be that
"alcoholics act in such-and-such a manner." The minor premise might be, "Ulysses S.
Grant acted in such a manner," and the historian would conclude that "U. S. Grant
was an alcoholic."1 In an argument the historian tries to show by collection of data
that a certain minor premise applies to the situation at hand. What can make the use
of the argument form tricky is if the major, or both the major and minor, premises are
contested. If a premise is challenged, then another argument is opened, viz., whether
the premise itself is true. If "human nature is not essentially the same," then what
looks like sameness must be explained in some other way, or it must be shown that
human nature is essentially the same. Note that this example (human nature) is itself
structural in nature. That is, it claims to hold for all of human history. But if human
nature changes, then we will look for a process to describe it, a process which may or
may not have its own structure. In the U. S. Grant example, alcoholism progresses in
a typical manner, with various stages. Identifying the process of drinking as the
process of alcoholism is a somewhat different task than identifying whether a bank is
an economic structure.

1
The consensus of historical opinion is that Grant was not an alcoholic; Grant’s boss,
Abraham Lincoln, reportedly said that if Grant was a drunk, he wanted more of whatever Grant
was drinking to give to his other generals.
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An explanation by argument only works when the validity of the premises is
unquestioned. But "putatively universal law[s] of causal relationships"1 used as major
premises, as White has it, are open-ended. That is, for the premise "x causes y," the
question can logically be, "What causes x?" To stop an infinte regression of this sort,
some generalizations are used as the grounding relations of facts and events which
are not established, but taken as given. They may be as banal as "like father, like
son," or be ‘scientific,’ like “iron rusts at x rate," or be sociological premises like "all
holders of power will economically exploit the people in their power." Historical
generalizations are marked by implied or express causality (iron will rust at this rate,
sons will be like fathers) and appear in the historical account whenever the historian
says that thus and so must have happened because....2 The entire structure of the
historical work is, in a sense, a generalization (it must have happened this way). No
historical account can be written without generalizations, whatever their source,
because no explanation can be indefinitely justified-at some point the buck stops, or
the historian stops passing it.
Since White claims that Metahistorv is "a history of historical consciousness in
nineteenth-century Europe," we may apply his own analysis to it and consider what his
major premises are. White considers generalizations to be grounded in the tropes.
Tropology is, for him, where the buck is sitting. Expressed as a generalization,
"historical consciousness will express itself tropally." This is his major premise. His

1 Metahistorv. 11.
2 Cf. Peter Munz, The shapes of time : a new look at the philosophy of history
(Middletown, Conn. : Wesleyan University Press, 1977), 137.
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minor premise might be, "one of the ways historical consciousness expresses itself
tropally is through a type of explanation by argument."
Suppose we disagree with these premises. Have we invalidated his argument?
By no means. An argument can be valid, and still give a false conclusion. Combining
two premises~a/?y two premises--in a syllogism gives a conclusion. The validity of the
premises is a matter to be established independently of the validity of the argument.
The first is evidential, epistemological; the second is logical. The source of either
premise~the validity of either--is not accounted for, or considered, by White’s theory,
much as they are not the concern of logic. Peter Munz notes, "[There is] no basic
difference in the kind of expectation aroused by concrete universals [i.e., stories
functioning as archetypes] and the kind of expectation aroused by abstract universals
[i.e., general laws]."1 In other words, there is no logical distinction between premises
based on their source. There is no logical difference between a generalization serving
as a major premise to ground an entire argument and a generalization serving as any
other premise. "Major" and "minor" refer to places in the syllogism, not to importance
for the argument. Indeed, arguments are all on the same level of logic.
White accepts these conditions of formal argument. In fact, he wants to get
away from discussion of the "content" of the argument to description of the forms of
argument. I am not clear, however, what his four types of explanation by argument
are actually types of. They appear to differ only in the extent to which they portray the
cause-effect relation as holding. For example, Mechanism portrays a rigid cause-

1The shapes of history, 138.
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effect relation between two parts of the historical field (Base and Superstructure, in
Marx’s terms). Contextualism portrays a relation so weak as to be almost non
existent. Formism and Organicism portray variable cause-effect relations. But these
four types do not appear to me to be different types of argument. Rather, they are all
the same kind of argument, but with different premises. They are all arguments about
the extent to which the cause-effect relation holds. They do not differ in any formal
characteristics.
Therefore, why should we accept them as explanations with more value, or of
"deeper" origin, than any other arguments? We cannot do so on formal grounds. Yet
White obviously means for us to accept them as more fundamental than specific
instances of cause-effect. Doesn’t his own approach, then, put too little weight on the
premises, and too much on the form of the argument? Doesn’t it ignore the role of
evidence in establishing either major or minor premises? Also, doesn’t it ignore the
difference in importance between premises? For example, White’s premise that
historical consciousness is tropal is of greater importance than his premise that Marx
was a Mechanist. It is not only of greater importance, but it is of grounding
importance. It is the ultimate generalization used as a premise, for White accepts it,
holds it (as it were) by faith.
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Chapter Five
Ideological Implications
White’s third level of historiographic explanation (after plot and argument) he
calls "ideological implication." Because history is not a science, he says, and therefore
has no accepted paradigm of explanation, choices among types of explanation "must
be based on extra-epistemological considerations."1 For example, the opinion of
professional historians that arguments are restricted to certain forms (Formism and
Mechanism are rejected) "would seem to be generally ethical, and specifically ideologi
cal, in nature." An ideological component is essential, White says, because "formal
coherence in the historical record brings with it theories of the nature of the historical
world and of historical knowledge itself which have ideological implications for
attempts to understand ‘the present.’"2
White’s point is well taken. A standpoint on 'the past" is a standpoint on 'the
present" and "the future"-perhaps not altogether spelled out, but with definite
implications. A Formist explanation, for example, with its emphasis on individualities,
implies resistance to any attempts to create larger structures in society. A
Contextualist explanation implies that every historical situation is unique, so it’s best
not to be too sure of yourself when applying a theory or idea to society. On the other
hand, humanity is not stuck in a rut. Social change is possible. A Mechanist
explanation implies a marching order: get in line, or get run over. An Organicist

1 Metahistorv. 20.
2 Metahistorv. 21.
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explanation suggests what will happen if no one messes with the works (or no one
halts the disease). In this view, it’s probably best to stick with "the devil you know"
than risk destroying time-honored institutions, which might be irreplaceable.
White’s four modes of ideological impiication-Anarchism, Radicalism,
Conservatism and Liberalism-have, he says, elective affinities with, respectively, the
Formist, Mechanistic, Organicist, and Contextualist modes of argument. Hence they
are related to the tropes of Metaphor (Anarchism), Metonymy (Radicalism),
Synecdoche (Conservatism) and Irony (Liberalism). All the views, White says,
recognize "the problem of social change" and its "inevitability[,] but represent different
views as to both its desirability and the optimum pace of change."1 The modes of
argument are standpoints on the limits of cause and effect. The implications based on
them work out what humans can and should do in response.
White seems to me to be saying that any assumption that the present is
continuous with the past implies that future circumstances will be similar to past ones.
Without the assumption of continuity there can, indeed, be no historiography, no
activity of any kind. Humans would be paralyzed in time, frozen in cultural amnesia.
But at the same time, without discontinuity there is no time. This sentence is a
sentence, like the last one, and the next one-but it is also neither of those sentences.
Scientists make use of the similarity/difference of events in time by replication of
experiments. Anyone, following the same methodology (which involves keeping most
1
Metahistorv. 24. White’s discussion of ideological implications has some interesting
parallels with two attempts to assess types of tradition. See Paul Marshall, "Conservatism,
tradition and normativity" (Interdisciplinary Seminar paper, Institute for Christian Studies, 1989)
and Calvin Seerveld, "Footprints in the snow" Philosophia Reformata 56:1 (1991), 1-34.
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factors constant), should get the same results. Yet the achievement of the same or
similar results is not redundant, but confirming, of the thesis of the experiment.
Historians also make use of the two-sided nature of time by assuming some
constancy in humanness and activity. For example, though average human height
has varied tremendously, most humans still are born with two hands. Births are births,
deaths deaths (until recent medical technologies have forced redefinition and have
created confusion). Historians can compare changes in similar things-histories are
written, for example, of circuses, universities, dairy farms-*and of phenomena in which
the same factors are prominent. Libraries, laboratories and factories, for example, can
all be studied in terms of how information has been transmitted within them.
White, however, is not interested in the ideological implications of shoe-tying, or
washing tomatoes from your garden before you eat them. When he says "social
praxis" he means "political praxis to change society," as the names of his four types of
ideological implication indicate: Anarchism, Radicalism, Conservatism, Liberalism.
Society as a whole is the phenomenon under consideration, and the questions each
implication answers are: Should society be changed or not? How could/should it be
changed? Do we look to old, present, or new models of society for our changes?
According to White, Conservatives and Liberals generally perceive the structure
of society to be sound, though Conservatives are more suspicious of change and, in
particular, of programs for change. Hence they look to the present structure, with
some slight modifications, as the goal. Ranke is White’s example of a Conservative
historian:
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Historical investigation could proceed on the basis of the Rankean
method where social establishments were already solidly enough
established as to be able to offer their conception of what constituted the
real nature of man, the state, and the church as a precritically affirmed
rule for directing the historian’s research. ,..[T]he Rankean
method...presupposed that the nation was the sole possible unit of social
organization (and the sole desirable one) and ...therefore, national groups
constituted the sole viable units of historical investigation.1
Ranke assumed that the durability of what is affirmed its worthiness, and therefore he
did not call the social structure into question. It was a given.
"Liberals[, in contrast to Conservatives,] imagine a time in the future when this
structure will have been improved, but they project this utopian condition into the
remote future, in such a way as to discourage any effort in the present to realize it
precipitously, by ‘radical’ means."2 Liberal historians include Burckhardt, Croce,
Michelet, and Tocqueville (although the last two also had Anarchist (Michelet) and
Radical (Tocqueville) implications).3 "Tocqueville’s idea of history suggests a dualism
whose constituent terms are dialectically related but in which there is no possibility of
a specifiable final synthesis."4 The Liberal point of view is self-critical, and therefore
"dissolves] the impulse to absolute commitment." The dissolution of such absolutism,
a Liberal believes, provides for a "minimal but hopeful freedom for his heirs."5

1 Metahistorv. 175.
2 Metahistorv. 25.
3 See Metahistorv. 234-235 (on Burckhardt), 397-398 and 422-423 (on Croce), 161 -162 (on
Michelet), 205-208 (on Tocqueville).
4 Metahistorv. 228.
5 Metahistorv. 229.
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Radicals and Anarchists look for structural transformations, and are perhaps
therefore more optimistic about rapid change. Radicals tend to "view the utopian
condition as imminent," and hence want to bring in the kingdom now, as it were, while
"Anarchists are inclined to idealize a remote past of natural-human innocence from
which men have fallen into the corrupt ‘social’ state" in which they now are.1 Though
humans could supposedly return to this innocence at any time, it is the opposite of
social structure and therefore can’t be planned for or purposefully brought about.
Hence Anarchism tends to be non-temporal. "Although Michelet thought of himself as
a Liberal, and wrote history in such a way as to serve the Liberal cause as he
understood it, in reality the ideological implications of his conception of history are
Anarchist," because "[ajny division of man from man [through intermediaries such as
the state, nation, and church] is viewed as a condition of oppression...."2
For Marx, a Radical historian, "[t]he sublation of the Tragic condition, which has
prevailed in history since the fall of man into society through the division of labor,
constituted...the scientific justification of the Radical political position he purported to
derive from his study of history."3
But what is the nature of these implications? Why does White call them
"ideological"? Are they inherently ethical-demanding action of a specific kind? Are
they all of equal value, that is, does it matter which one you use?

1 Metahistorv. 25.
2 Metahistorv. 161-162.
3 Metahistorv. 310.
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"Ideological" implications, it seems to me, have two functions in White’s theory.
First, as I’ve noted above, these implications are implied calls to action. As White
says, "By the term ‘ideology’ I mean a set of prescriptions for taking a position in the
present world of social praxis and acting upon it (either to change the world or to
maintain it in its current state)...."1 Second, since ideological implications rise out of
claims
to have distinguished a past from a present world of social thought and
praxis, and to have determined the formal coherence of that past world,
[implying] conception [s] of the form that knowledge of the present world
also must take, insofar as it is continuous with that past world[,]2
these implications are ‘period markers,’ simultaneously providing continuity and
discontinuity-the past is separated from the present, but is continuous with it.
Let us look at these functions in more detail. Ideological implications have to
do with justice in a different way from arguments. The argument "does justice" if it
correctly assesses the weight of each of the factors involved in the explanationwhether it was baseball outfielder Ron Kittle’s slowness, poor eyesight or inexperience
that caused his fielding errors. Ideological implication has to do with recognizing or
choosing justice-what should have (and perhaps did) happen as a result of the
factors. Should the Chicago White Sox have benched Kittle, turned him into a first
baseman, made him a designated hitter, or traded him? Should they have let him

1 Metahistorv. 22.
2 Metahistorv. 21.
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acquire experience and made him run sprints to improve his speed?1 If the argument
is about "what happened," the implication is about the response to what happened-a
judgment about the choices human beings made, and, by implication, directions for
future action. If an argument is like a scientific theory (the why), then an implication is
like a rule of thumb (the hoW). But note: rules of thumb need not be grounded in
theory. Engineers and architects built buildings for centuries using tested rules of
thumb, without knowing why they worked.
But are implications like rules of thumb? One possible political rule would be
"people who are bought don’t stay bought, but people who are broken stay broken."2
In other words, don’t bribe when you can blackmail. But this rule "may not apply." A
person who believes in using neither bribe nor blackmail-or someone who can’t be
prompted to act by either one-will make the rule ineffective. A rule of thumb, then, as
I’ve described it, is a guide to future action based on the results of previous actions
under similar circumstances. But rules of thumb need not be used, or may not apply.
Ideological implications, as White describes them, seem more like worldviews, in that
an implication must follow from a historical text, and carry the force implied by the
argument to which it is related.
The force of ideological implications lies, it seems to me, in the extent to which
they portray humans as masters or captives of the historical process, and in the extent

1As I recall, the Sox tried him at First Base and as Designated Hitter, but eventually traded
him.
2 See Robert Penn Warren, All the king’s men (New York : Random House, 1946), for an
application of this rule in fiction.
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to which the outcome of history (or of human action) is knowable in advance. The two
issues are quite separate. It is possible that humans could be masters of history
(insofar as it is human action that makes history go). But, unlike a rule of thumb, the
outcome of human action might not be known in advance. Similarly, it is possible that
humans could understand the entire course of history--and have to watch helplessly
as it unfolds, having no power to change it.
White, it seems to me, mixes the issues of control and knowledge in his types
of ideological implication. At times I am not certain how they are mixed, or why a
certain implication follows from a certain argument type. For two argument types
(Mechanism and Formism) it seems to me that the implication could be the same: do
nothing. For example, White has Mechanism (strict cause-effect relations, which work
without human intervention) leading to a Radical ideology. But if the outcome is
certain-determined and known to be determined-why does this have the effect of
encouraging humans to take power and make rapid changes? Why not sit back and
let the future happen? Similarly, anarchism may indeed follow from a conception of the
historical field as full of unique (unrepeatable) features. But if there is no way to create
or re-create a state of innocence by planning and working to do so, why bother to do
anything? Yet anarchists are not noted for their lassitude. Though they may not (in
White’s view) be able to plan for and create social anarchy, they can-and do-work to
break down hierarchy. They can act anarchically. In both these modes the activity
which results is not what one would expect, given the way White characterizes the
modes of argument from which they arise.
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Another way to characterize the implications of Formism would be to suggest
that the world is always already in a state of anarchy-any order is only apparent. One
might get to this deeper level through mysticism or through overthrowing the "false"
order. How does White know which of these possible implications--the passive or the
active--is the correct one? How does White (or anyone else) know which implication
to choose? Has he not already tipped his hand by emphasizing the necessity of (and
possibility of) a choice?? As long as human choice is possible, his view is, as he
claims, ironic. For he can affirm the choice of a view which denies choice! White’s
own ideological implication is Liberal, deriving from his express irony. But irony here,
as in the other modes of explanation (plot and argument) claims status as the view
that includes all others. The Liberals can congratulate themselves that they are not
"absolutely committed" to any particular plan for the future. Humanity is thus "free to
conceive ‘history’ as we please, just as we are free to make of it what we will."1
I

question whether it is possible or desirable to avoid "absolute commitment." If

not on the basis of commitment, then how does the liberal make political decisions?
One rule that might be derived from a focus on freedom (making history what we will)
is to make no long-term plans. Or such a focus on freedom and avoidance of
absolute commitment might lead to individualism, to all doing what is right in their own
eyes. Liberalism might be existential; the important thing is making a choice. A focus
on freedom might show itself in anti-traditional sentiments, as choosing something
different enhances the feeling of choice. If the emphasis is placed not so much on

1 Metahistorv, 433.
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freedom as on will (making history what we will), the Liberal point of view seems to
open itself to fascism or nihilism.
If Liberalism is truly ironic, how can it be open to highly structured Radical
views? What right does a Liberal (as White describes him) have to object to any other
ideological implication? For if he is against any of the other implications on the
grounds that they restrict freedom or imply determinism, is he not then advancing an
absolute commitment? But because a Liberal point of view is self-critical, ironic, it is in
White’s view open to correction or repudiation.
White blithely claims that
the recognition of this Ironic perspective provides the grounds for a
transcendence of it. If it can be shown that Irony is only one of a
number of possible perspectives on history, each of which has its own
good reasons for existence on a poetic and moral level of awareness,
this Ironic attitude will have begun to be deprived of its status as the
necessary perspective from which to view the historical process.
Those who desire "have only to reject this Ironic perspective and to will to view history
from another, anti-lronic perspective."1
But is it truly possible to simply decide to reject an ironic perspective and
choose another? Similarly, is it possible to be truly ironic about an ironic view? Only
someone who holds an ironic view would believe it possible to make an easy switch.
Further, the belief that one can easily get out of a commitment damages the
commitment. That is, if you’re thinking about how you can get out of it, you’re not
really committed to it. And if you’re not really committed to a particular point of view,

1 Metahistorv, 434.
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how can you possibly understand that point of view-both positively and negatively?
Can a true ironist, ironic even with respect to his own position, really understand his
own position? How will a person who claims no absolute commitments understand
those who have them? Will he not be blind to his own commitments? I believe White
falls into this trap himself, as we shall see.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion
Hayden White’s theory of narrative history is both thought-provoking and just
plain provoking. He is to be commended for drawing our attention to the ways in
which the form of the writing impinges upon its content. If historians have uncritically
or unconsciously been using various plot types, for example, we might do well to
consider whether the plot is the "box" for the "gift" or the "mold" for the "gelatin." In
other words, we need to carefully consider the way in which an unconscious choice of
plot might shape the data we are using. We also need to ponder the kinds of cultural
baggage that come with the various plot types before we use them. We might want
to look for new plot types, combinations of them, or try non-plotted types of presen
tation.
Similarly, we might be more aware of what generalizations we use in our
arguments, and which ones are grounding the entire analysis. Here, too, arguments
might be combined in new ways. Questioning previously unquestioned
generalizations might crack open new insights or new areas of study.
We might also be thoughtful of how historical study informs not only our
worldviews and those of others, but how our views of the desirability and pace of
change in the present affect our understanding of continuities and disjunctures in the
past.
If White is calling for historians to become aware of the literary conventions
behind historiography, trying to warn us of how a desire for a neatly organized story
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can blind us to complicating factors, I applaud his efforts. But White’s theory seems
to be moving in the other direction, collapsing distinctions rather than reintegrating
analysis. If all thought is tropic, then the rhetorician is king. Instead of calling
historians’ attention to the ineluctable literary element in historiography, which could
conceivably have the twin effects of encouraging readability and discouraging
propaganda, White’s approach appears to give legitimacy to any well-plotted historical
narrative. Listen to him again on the "classic" historians:
Their status as possible models of historical representation...does not
depend upon the nature of the ‘data’ they used...or the theories they
invoked...[, but] it depends rather upon the consistency, coherence, and
illuminative power of their respective visions of the historical field.1
Certainly consistency, coherence, and illuminative power are desirable, but so are
attention to detail, thoroughness of research, and recognition of fallibility. Moreover,
why are consistency, coherence, and illumination strictly matters of poetic, or tropic,
insight? Does not White, all along, claim too much for the tropes? Might not his own
self-consciously tropical strategy be self-justifying? After all, Metahistorv is a history of
the historical imagination in Nineteenth century Europe. On his own grounds he has
written a classic if his book is consistent, coherent and illuminating. But is it the best
accounting for the facts that we have?
White’s theory opens up many areas of possible research in philosophy of
history. For example, are plot, argument and ideological implication truly ways of
explanation Are there others? Do the tropes apply-and at all levels? White does

1 Metahistorv. 4.
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not link annals and chronicles with tropes. One would think that if tropes are modes
of historical consciousness that annals and chronicles would each be divisible into
four different types, or would themselves reflect different tropes, say metaphor for
annals or irony for chronicles. Similarly, story, White’s next step of conceptualization
of a historical narrative, has no tropological counterpart(s). Do these failed
connections simply invalidate his theory, or can we do better and ask whether there
are types of annals and stories? How do chronicles relate to other kinds of historical
writing?
If there are eleven ways of combining terms (cf. Lancaster, pp. 31-32), instead
of just four tropes, how might corresponding examples of each be identified at the
three levels? Would such an expansion of possible types provide more specificity, or
would such rhetorical analysis of historical narratives collapse under its own weight?
How do White’s three levels of explanation (plot, argument, ideological
implication) fit together? The three levels can be viewed as 1) mutually exclusive
explanatory paradigms; 2) complementary views; 3) stages in one process of
explanation. If mutually exclusive, each one may be regarded by its partisans as the
correct form of historical explanation. Another possibility is that each type of
explanation gets at part of the truth, that a historical explanation will do all things well,
will satisfy all the criteria. There are two ways to consider this: 1) the three ways are
like three pieces of text which must be put together to get a complete message; or 2)
to be truly satisfying to an audience which knows the literary language of plot, the law
language of science, and the ethical language of ideology, the historical account must
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show the same text in all three languages. They’re all saying the same thing;
differences are merely semantics. The final case, which I think is White’s own position,
is that the historian must first emplot, then deduce, then moralize.
In these and other areas, White has offered an intriguing and challenging
theory. While historians may gain simply by White’s drawing our attention to matters
of form which we may have otherwise ignored, philosophers of history need to pick up
on White’s challenge and offer corrections or alternatives to his theory.
Sadly, it seems to me that White has not heeded his own warnings. For in
focusing on the constructed form of historical narrative, he has unwittingly removed
himself from the ironic position he claims and placed himself firmly in the metonymic
(reductive) camp. Metonymy, we may recall, distinguishes between two phenomena
by reducing one to "the status of a manifestation of the other."1 I maintain that by
characterizing historical consciousness as tropic, White has failed to consider other
factors in the constitution of historical narrative. Story, plot, argument and ideology
are, for White, all tropic effects. ",..[T]he process of fusing events...into a
comprehensible totality capable of serving as the object of a representation is a poetic
process." Non-formal considerations are removed from the process. White goes so
far as to say that historical facts "are put together in the same ways that novelists use
or put together figments of their imaginations to display an ordered world...."2 As we
have seen, by focusing on narrative construction, tropes, and facts considered as

1 Metahistorv. 35.

2 "The fictions of factual representation," in The literature of fact, ed. Angus Fletcher
(New York : Columbia University Press, 1976), reprinted in Tropics of discourse. 125.
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"story elements," White has consistently regarded historical consciousness as a
rhetorical process. Even arguments and ideological implications follow the imperatives
of their guiding tropes.
For White, events must be "fused," "fragments" must be fashioned into a whole.
Both events and the records of events are considered to be discrete entities. Facts
are collected like pieces of a mosaic, and fit into a (pre-)determined pattern created by
the artist-historian. Or, better, history is a kind of found art. I do not use these
metaphors disparagingly. Artistic work requires great skill in seeing how the pieces
might fit together to greatest effect. I agree that sometimes historical ‘detective’ work
very closely resembles art of this kind, as when archaeloogists and reenactors
speculate on possible uses for a tool, or possible methods of its use. But these
speculations are not constructions, but attempts at reconstruction. Far from existing
as chaos, events are connected with each other in time and space. The events and
facts the historian works with are not separate entities, but are like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle. Everything fits, and fits in such a way that it is marked with the stamp of its
time and place, as surely as each puzzle piece (even in a puzzle where all the pieces
are the same shape) only fits in one place. The action of putting a puzzle together is
not the same as designing it, though both require the ability to consider the puzzle as
a whole. Those putting the puzzle together may have the more difficult taskespecially if the box with the photo is lost and most of the pieces are missing. To be
sure, the historian does not work with the past, but with its traces and fragments,
remains which themselves change with time. Placing objects, events and facts in their
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proper places is not an easy task, and placement can shift with new information, with
another piece of the puzzle.
A puzzle, of course, is too static a metaphor. Let us consider a piece of cloth,
which may be used for many different purposes--a shirt, a quilt, a dress, homemade
paper. No matter the use, it will still retain some of its original characteristics, and will
bear all the signs of how it has been changed. Even cloth beaten and bleached into
paper will be identifiable—if only as a piece missing from the bolt. So, too, a historical
event may serve many different histories in different ways. Its meaning may be altered
dramatically according to the story being told, as may its appropriateness to serve
that story. The same material that may make a fine summer dress may not wear well
as a work shirt, keep one warm as a quilt, or hold together as paper.
By focusing on construction and form, White has ignored the materials of the
construction, and the extent to which they impinge on the form. His view of narrative
history is, it seems to me, of the "gelatin" and "mold" variety. The historian, guided by
a trope, creates a mold into which the facts are poured. The form-plot, argument,
ideological implication-holds the facts together. My view is perhaps more of the "gift"
and "box" type, where the historian’s work of reconstruction may need a "box" (a plot,
argument, ideology) of suitable size for its presentation (pardon the pun) to an
audience.
White might rejoin that I have missed his point. He has focused on form
because it does not matter if the historian is engaged in a work of re-construction or
construction. Historical consciousness is tropal. Tropes determine the form of the
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narrative. A historian, working in words, is thus subject to the constraints of rhetoric.
As a writer of narrative, the historian is captive to its literary form.
It is here that White’s metonymy shows clearly. While I agree that form is an
important aspect of historical writing, I maintain that a focus on form is too narrow. A
historical work is not simply a self-contained prose work. Rather, it always points
beyond itself—to sources, to artifacts, to the past itself. A historical work self
consciously is open to correction and reproof precisely because it is dependent for its
force, not solely on its consistency, coherence, and illuminative power, but
on its connections to the remains of the past outside it. These connections are always
potential subjects of scrutiny and sources of reproof. Multiple versions of history are
possible not only because there are many plots, arguments, and ideologies, but
because there are remains to be found and interpreted. We may disagree about what
these remains mean, or how they should be combined. But if we leave them out of
consideration in our study of historical narrative generally, as White does, it seems to
me that we are implicitly agreeing to an irony even he would not accept: it doesn’t
matter if the past ever existed. For if remains have no power over the form of the
narrative it makes no narrative difference that they exist. Thus they have no authority
in the narrative as markers, traces, or remains of the past.

Historians may still use

them as story elements, but if they are only that I fear historians will more than ever
deserve the epithet: "unsuccessful novelists."
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